
From Gameplan Become fit to play a 
winning, ever-evolving 
in-the-moment game

What if your teams could...

Today’s business is less like 
a game of chess, where 
there is time to consider 
every move and plan for 
most contingencies, and 
more like rugby or soccer 
where players must adapt 
and improvise in-the-
moment with very little 
time to think. In-the-
moment gameplay requires 
more than just agility, it 
requires a ‘shared 
consciousness’ amongst the 
team that enables each 
team member to make 
split-second decisions 
independently while 
trusting the rest of the 
team to support and work 
towards a shared purpose.

In business, like on the field, we need to foster a coherent sense 
of purpose as well as responsive improvisation at all levels.

to Gameplay

How do winning teams like 
the All Blacks do this?
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The All Blacks keep improving. Their average win ratio is 77%. Since 2004 it’s 87% , since 2012 it’s 91% 
and now it’s 96%. Can your teams say the same?

We partner with you to:

•	 They have a winning ‘game on!’ mindset that focuses 		
not on themselves but on the current game and on 			
their overall purpose.

•	 While they have mastered the basics of the game and 		
understand the principles behind them; they don’t 			
slavishly follow tried and tested recipes.

•	 They have a game-plan but they realise it’s only a 			
starting point. Their focus is on playing a responsive, 		
in-the-moment game.

•	 They are flexible - they stretch not only their muscles 		
but they courageously stretch their capabilities through 		
experimentation.

•	 They find stability in unstable circumstances in a clear 		
purpose; non-negotiable values and shared organising 		
principles.

•	 They cultivate a culture of feedback and learning - 			
they actively seek feedback in order to improve with 		
every game.

•	 They prioritise rest - maximum performance is enabled 		
by adequate time to rest, rejuvenate and reflect.

•	 perform with passion and purpose?

•	 adapt to change in-game?

•	 be anti-fragile(becoming stronger from failure?

•	 embrace uncertainty as a source of new value?

•	 attract and retain the best players?

•	 naturally bridge silos to become a team of teams?

•	 turn the execution of your strategy into a winnable 	
and engaging game;

•	 improve productivity and speed of execution by 	
co-creating unique and adaptive ‘ways of work’ 			
based on principles, not other people’s game 			
plans;

•	 ensure teams work across boundaries with a true 	
customer focus and shared purpose;

•	 grow teams that can adapt their gameplay in the 	
moment and improvide when needed.
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How we can help you create effective 
and resilient ‘teams of teams’

Keynotes and talks*

Half day primer workshops

One day gamified foundations 
to introduce the concepts

Two day coaching clinics and 
6 x 2 hour reflection/mentoring 

sessions

Consulting processes aimed at 
building internal capacity for self-
organisation acros all levels and 

divisions of the organisation

Our Playbook

Our coaching credentials
Sonja is a consultant and coach with over 15 years experience 
locally and internationally.  She is the exclusive local partner 
for Dave Snowden’s Cynefin Centre and is part of a global 
network with clients such as Liberty Group, MMI, Sasol, Anglo 
American, Intel, Cisco Systems, Microsoft and IBM.  

Berto is an experienced Agile coach (CSM, CSPO, CSP) and 
Accredited Kanban Trainer. He has assisted organizations in 
industries such as Media, Insurance and Banking with their 
agile adoption and transitions.

If you are ready to start your fitness regimen 
and go Beyond the Gameplan, contact us on 

info@morebeyond.co.za

www.morebeyond.co.za | www.spryagility.co.za

SPECIAL OFFER

The All Blacks are playing for a higher 
purpose, they are playing to protect 
a legacy. What are you 
playing for?

In collaboration with

*If you book 
during the 
conference or 
send us a 
picture of your 
conference 
name tag when 
you book, you 
qualify for a 
50% discount 
off our standard 
rate for a 1 hour 
talk.

We use the best ingredients, principles and practices from 
Complexity, Kanban and Lean, Narrative Group 
Psychodynamics and Strategy Execution Theory to co-create 
environments where collective agility can emerge and evolve 
in sustainable and scalable ways.

At a team level we focus on:

•	 fitness - intentionally building capacity to adapt to any 	
context, not only on agility;

•	 fostering ‘outwards and adaptive mindsets’ where teams 	
focus	on the bigger picture and needs of others, not only 	
on themselves and their mandate;

•	 making sure everyone has a good understanding of not 	
only the basic tools and methods (e.g. Kanban) but also 	
the principles and values that inform them. This creates 	
adaptive capacity and a platform for scaling.

•	 create feedback loops and cadences of accountability 		
that ensure effective two-way flow of information 		
bottom-up and top-down’

At the organisational level we focus 
on enabling:

•	 the creation of focused but adaptive strategies and 		
turning strategy execution into a ‘winnable game’ that 	
motivates the 	entire organisation;

•	 flow and effectiveness in strategy execution by eliminating 	
unnecessary waste;

•	 teams to focus on the important vs getting stuck in the 	
endless tyranny of the urgent;

•	 distributed decision-making and local autonomy by 		
encouraging acts of leadership and accountability across 	
all levels;

•	 create the conditions for open, collaborative and learning 	
cultures to emerge and evolve naturally;

•	 help leaders create environments (processes, systems and 	
physical spaces) where true agility emerges along with 		
context specific ways of work (go beyond the recipe);

•	 scale agile thinking and practices organically across the 	
organisation by allowing diversity within the structure 		
of guiding values, principles and purpose.


